




Study on angular momentum of discus throw
―Contribution of each part of the body and its effect on initial horizontal speed―
Yuya Suzuki
Abstract
  The purpose of this study was to determine how whole-body angular momentum around 
the vertical axis contributes to initial horizontal velocity in a discus throw. In particular, 
we will explore how angular momentum is efficiently generated by individual body parts 
during specific phases of this action. Our results can be summarized as follows:
  At the start, the individual intending to throw a discus has both the legs on the ground 
(i.e., the two-leg supporting phase); the discus thrower then creates an angular momentum 
by rotating on the right leg in the first half, then on the left leg, followed by a sequence 
that generates high angular momentum (rotating phases). Our findings revealed that the 
initial horizontal velocity attained by the discus relied directly on the angular momentum 
applied by the upper right arm just prior to release. For the whole body to generate 
a high angular momentum, the legs and arm generate angular momenta with unique 
properties as part of their individual contributions to each of the aforementioned phases. 
The key features of each phase are presented and discussed here, and an analysis of the 
angular momentum of each body part between phases is included. Among our findings, 
we determined that if the angular momentum generated by each body part increases and 
decreases appropriately in the transition from the initial two-leg supporting phase to the 
throwing phase, maximum whole-body angular momentum and maximum discus velocity 
could be attained.











































































































実験で撮影された VTR 画像を PC の
ディスプレイ上に重ね合わせ，選手の身
体計測点 23 点と円盤 1 点，計 24 点をデ




























































































じることにより local term を算出し，静止
座標系に投影した．
② 頭部，左右の手および前腕，上腕，脚部
の local term の算出
これらの身体部分では直行移動座標系の
設定が困難であるため，湯（1995）の方法
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